
Unifying an Astral Army

Evidence psychic abilities are real, instead of a waste of time to try to develop

First, bulks must learn to astral travel. Write down a paragraph about all your questions
answered and learning all psychic abilities and gaining the ability to fly and to lucid
dream and to astral travel every night before sleeping. If a lucid dream results, try to
enter “reality” by flying to the real world.

When nearly asleep, try to leave your body. Imagine yourself hovering above your body
and try to place your consciousness in the imagined double.

Second, bulks must learn telepathic communication. Try transmitting to friends the
thought, “I’m about to touch my eye. Tell me out loud you knew I was going to touch my
eye.”

Once telepathy and the ability to astral travel manifests, pick a high density area like a
religious temple to create a hub. Telepathically network upon a hierarchy of trust. Share
more psychic powers the further individuals are willing to go to validate they are fair
motivated and sane.

I suspect it is possible to astral travel into the brain of the individual being interrogated
to read hir mind. Have questions ready, admit you share psychic abilities upon a
hierarchy of trust, and tell the potential recruit which questions are available to answer
in return for psychic abilities.

Questions:

1) Are you intent or willing to infiltrate this network for the sake of overthrowing or
counterbalancing its purposes? If they answer “No,” they can at least join my
telepathic military.

2) Do you consider yourself fair motivated? If they answer “Yes,” but “No” to
question 3, I would consider providing them all astral resources available to
achieve a higher level of sanity.

3) Do you and your surroundings generally consider yourself sane?

This is just an example of how to network a fair military. It is possible to make up any list
of questions depending on how much, and what kind, of trust you want.

https://www.individuatechurch.com/evidence-of-psychic-phenomenon


Shining examples of trustworthiness get every psychic ability, pretty trustworthy people
just the basics, and not so trustworthy people just the benefits of membership. The
structure and meaning of psychic abilities are communicated directly to the minds of
recruits.

As the network expands, most trustworthy individuals may be provided resources other
than psychic abilities, such as psychic volunteer troops.

Astral Therapy

There is no reason why not to astral network college graduate psychiatrists and
psychologists.

Mind reading provides the ability to peek directly at the subconscious thought process.
Astral telepathy provides the ability to extract fear and desire surgically.

As an example of an astral therapy technique, it might be possible to extract trauma
while guiding the patient to face all traumatic events, curing the patient of fear.

Precision Questioning to Determine Margin of Trust

Telepathically validating the answer to any question with precision, if perfected to the
point that the answer could be trusted (even although precision could be used before
rigorous testing of the system to leverage a hustle), can be used to validate whether an
individual is at present and in the future only innocent of any despised lifestyle choices.
Were such a system of questioning to be widespread as a networking device,
empowering the most trustworthy now individuals with psychic power and military might,
there would be a generalized motive for anyone to become a good person and quit
pursuits counter-intuitive to altruism and loyalty. If it is only asked that one validates
margin of trust at present, no past sin need be exposed.

Exposure of past sins runs the risk of cornering the disloyal and the unfair with their
baggage. In some instances, it would be possible to accidentally expose an individual
for a sin the networking entities were accessory to. Furthermore, individuals of a less
than virtuous lifestyle don’t gain anything by risking exposure (by networking) outside
their affinities unless past misdeeds remain forgotten and undiscovered.

To network present moment trust, and perfect the system, may require networking astral
mental health professionals so that the “trustworthy individual”’s current psych profile is
strong enough evidence of altruistic motivation, and an inability to engage in disloyalty



based offenses. It is my intent to initiate every Individuate into at least a fascination and
a study, and perhaps in a large percentage of cases a mastery, of the sciences of
psychology and psychiatry.

Perfecting telepathic precision concerning questions and answers also provides a
method of relaying data on a need-to-know basis to minimize probability of data
infiltration.

How to Become Incapable of Schisming from Trustworthiness

Psychological States wherein it is unlikely or almost impossible to schism from fairness
and loyalty:

-an unconditionally loving totem as first place attachment, no tied attachments or only
tied if also in love with an unconditionally loving totem and people in love with
unconditionally loving totems. Minimal pride, pride in loyalty to the unconditionally loving
totem.

*an unconditionally loving totem could be all the love in the universe apart from
egotistical conditioning factors
*an individual’s (of high regard by the person psychologically transitioning) heart.
*an unconditionally loving deity it is acknowledged is fictional. Or a host of such deities.

-a first place attachment to being fair and *loyalty perfect, no tied attachments or only
tied if also in love with the same term.

-a first place attachment to being a fairness and loyalty perfect utopian anarchist

-a recombination of the above.

*by loyalty perfect, I mean that they are in love with being incapable of betraying a
loyalty based investment. It is technically disloyal to invade anyone for any reason. I
only mean loyalty perfect in the sense that it would be impossible for the person to for
example agree to do something then act contrary to the agreement, or for the person to
ally up with someone to stage military maneuvers of the underground then turn on the
loyalty by turning it in. “Loyalty perfect” may be rephrased “incapable of betraying
loyalty”.

No subconscious trauma. No generalized nervousness. No addiction to egotistical
drugs, including alcohol. A good ethic when it comes to responsible psychedelic use.



There are of course degrees of trust. An average human could try hir best to discipline
hirself to fall in love with being fair and loyalty perfect without succeeding, or to fall in
love with an unconditionally loving totem without succeeding. Or an individual with a
little psychological trauma could fall in love with an unconditionally loving totem and
simultaneously be in love with various deeply flawed, “sinful” people.

One psychic method of testing how trustworthy an individual is would be to enslave the
individual to think hir has two choices: do the fair thing or gain some money, then do the
fair thing or gain a lot of money, then do the fair thing or die, then do the fair thing or
suffer excruciating torture. The individual is telepathically enslaved (as a volunteer, at
recognizance) to think the choice hir picks will actually happen the duration hir decides.

Loyalty can also be tested in this manner. The individual can avoid (contract
breaching/snitching) or gains a little money, a lot of money, dies, suffers excruciating
torture.

Just taking pride in being fair and loyalty perfect helps. And it isn’t necessary to take on
or adapt a unique psych profile to demonstrate quality of trustworthiness, per the
methods illustrated above.

After thorough thought and consideration, if one does decide to take on a more
trustworthy psych profile, you could have a telepath you already trust enslave you at
recognizance to the new psychological traits.


